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Abstract. Reconstructing the evolution of foreland basins that experienced late exhumation is challenging due to an 

incomplete sedimentary record. Thermochronometry has been applied successfully to reconstruct basin evolution, but the 15 

method is subject to uncertainties. For the Swiss Molasse Basin, a wide range of exhumation magnitude and timing has been 

proposed based on thermochronometry. We aim to reduce uncertainty by dating larger numbers of grains and samples, to 

obtain statistically more robust data. New apatite (U-Th-Sm)/He (AHe) data from a single borehole shows ages of 4 to 30 

Ma in the upper 500 meters and ages of 3 to 80 Ma below 1300 meters. This is counterintuitive as a total reset is expected at 

depths exceeding approximately 600 m. To arrive at a single consistent thermal history including our and previously 20 

published data, we conduct thermal modeling with different software. In particular we test the influence of different 

provenance histories and distinguish between cooling associated with changes in heat flow vs changes in exhumation.  

We determine 1050 m +/- 100 m of exhumation, starting slowly at 13 Ma and accelerating at 9 Ma. Coinciding with 

exhumation, heat flow begins to rise sharply, causing heating until 5 Ma, despite ongoing exhumation. We show that this 

discrepancy between start of exhumation and start of cooling is the main reason for differing estimates for the burial and 25 

exhumation history of the basin. We suggest that the remaining misfit between modeled and measured Molasse AHe ages 

can be explained by post-Miocene hydrothermal flux in the Neogene sediment fill above a sealing layer, potentially the 

Middle Jurassic claystones or Triassic evaporites. 

 

In summary, we show that a single consistent model for basin exhumation relies on large sets of grains and samples, as well 30 

as inclusion of provenance ages in the models. With timing of the main exhumation phase constrained to start at 9 Ma, we 

can rule out a 5 Ma climatic event as exhumation driver. As the region is not affected by extensive faulting, deep seated 

processes related to mantle dynamics remain as exhumation driving process.  
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1 Introduction 35 

Constraining the burial and exhumation history of foreland basins is important for a variety of research objectives. First, 

timing and magnitude of exhumation of foreland basins provides information on the underlying processes, in particular the 

respective influence of climate, tectonics, or mantle dynamics (e.g., Bernet and Spiegel, 2004; Malusà et al., 2005; 

Glotzbach et al., 2011a; von Hagke et al., 2012; François et al., 2014; Lacombe et al., 2019; Stalder et al., 2020). 

Furthermore, foreland basins are witnesses of the tectonic history of the orogen in their hinterland (e.g., Brewer et al., 2003; 40 

Bernet et al., 2009; Glotzbach et al., 2011b; Anfinson et al., 2020). Third, foreland basins may contain hydrocarbon 

resources (e.g., Beaumont and Bout, 1985; Beydoun et al., 1992; Gusterhuber et al., 2014), can potentially be targets for 

geothermal energy production (e.g., Wolfgramm et al., 2007; Moeck et al., 2015), or offer potential sites for radioactive 

waste disposal within suitable rock units (e.g., Nagra, 2014). 

 45 

The most powerful tool to recover foreland basin evolution is stratigraphy. However, the stratigraphic record may be 

incomplete due to late-stage basin exhumation, as has for instance been reported from the foreland basins of the southern 

central Andes (Levina et al., 2014), the Zagros fold-and-thrust belt and foreland basin (Koshnaw et al., 2017), or the Molasse 

Basin of the European Alps (Cederbom et al., 2004; Willett and Schlunegger, 2010; Cederbom et al., 2011; Schlunegger and 

Mosar, 2011). In these cases, low-temperature thermochronometry can be used to recover foreland basin evolution (e.g., 50 

Mazurek et al., 2006; van der Beek et al., 2006; Cederbom et al., 2011; von Hagke et al., 2012; Folguera et al., 2015). This 

method is particularly useful, as it provides insights on landscape evolution including relief development through time 

(Ehlers and Farley, 2003; Braun et al., 2012; Glotzbach et al., 2011a; Valla et al., 2012), tectonic processes acting on basin 

or orogen scale, as well as the activity of individual faults (Ehlers and Farley, 2003; Reiners and Brandon, 2006; Fitzgerald 

et al., 2009; Mock et al., 2020; von Eynatten et al., 2020). Furthermore, low-temperature thermochronometry can be used to 55 

constrain fluid flow and timing of activity of thermal springs on local or regional scale (Louis et al., 2019). In addition to in 

situ thermochronometry, detrital thermochronometry can be used to investigate thermal histories of basins and their source 

regions (Bernet & Spiegel, 2004; Spiegel et al., 2004; Luijendijk et al., 2011; Tatzel et al., 2017). Commonly, detrital low-

temperature thermochronological data shows a spread in single grain ages from a given sample (Brown et al., 2013; Green 

and Duddy, 2018; Fox et al., 2019). This can be exploited, for instance, by determining different single grain age populations 60 

in fission track data and deriving individual time temperature histories (e.g., Fillon et al., 2013; Cecil et al., 2014; Fox and 

Shuster, 2014). However, confounding factors exist that make data interpretation challenging, such as unconstrained 

kinetics, crystal zonation or unknown inherited ages (Flowers et al., 2009; Ault and Flowers, 2012; Cecil et al., 2014; Djimbi 

et al., 2015; Fox et al., 2019). This is particularly the case for (U-Th-Sm)/He dating where multiple factors may lead to an 

age spread that is independent of basin exhumation (Brown et al., 2013; Green and Duddy, 2018; Fox et al., 2019). In this 65 
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contribution we present an extensive detrital apatite (U-Th-Sm)/He data set from a key location in the foreland basin of the 

Central European Alps. Using established and new thermal modeling techniques, we show that the spread in singe grain ages 

in this data set can be used to reconcile different hypotheses proposed for exhumation of the alpine foreland.  

2 Geological setting and conflicting hypotheses 

The Swiss Molasse Basin, i.e. the northern foreland basin of the Central European Alps (Fig. 1) has been studied intensely, 70 

including the link between alpine mountain building and foreland basin evolution (Sinclair and Allen, 1992; Schmid et al., 

1996; Sinclair, 1997; Mosar, 1999; Pfiffner et al., 2002; Schmid et al., 2004; Bousquet et al., 2008; Handy et al., 2010; 

Willett and Schlunegger, 2010; von Hagke et al., 2012; Hinsch, 2013; Ortner et al., 2015; Schlunegger and Kissling, 2015; 

Schlunegger and Castelltort, 2016). Likewise, basin stratigraphy is well established (e.g., Kempf et al., 1997; Schlunegger et 

al., 1997; Kuhlemann and Kempf, 2002; Berger et al., 2005a). Furthermore, it has been shown that the basin experienced 75 

Neogene uplift and exhumation (e.g., Schegg and Leu, 1998; Cederbom et al., 2004; Mazurek et al., 2006; Willett and 

Schlunegger, 2010; Cederbom et al., 2011; Schlunegger and Mosar, 2011; Baran et al. 2014). In order to constrain this late 

stage history, different methods have been applied, including vitrinite reflectance (Schegg and Leu, 1998; Mazurek et al., 

2006), wedge mechanics (Willett and Schlunegger, 2010; Schlunegger and Mosar, 2011; von Hagke et al., 2014a), or low-

temperature thermochronometry (Mazurek et al., 2006; Cederbom et al., 2011; von Hagke et al., 2012; von Hagke et al., 80 

2014b; Mock et al., 2020). Studying the northern rim of the basin in close vicinity of the Jura Mountains, Mazurek et al. 

(2006) argue for 750 m to 1050 m of exhumation starting at 9 Ma, while Cederbom et al. (2011) suggest exhumation of 800 

m to 1600 m since approximately 5 Ma. A compilation of existing thermochronological data shows that different scenarios 

of magnitude and timing of exhumation are possible based on interpretation of existing data, ranging from onset of 

exhumation as early as 12 Ma to late stage exhumation, commencing at 4 Ma (von Hagke et al., 2015). 85 

 

In part, these conflicting results may be because thermochronological data is derived from sedimentary samples. Individual 

grains possibly witnessed a different pre-depositional thermal history, which can affect their fission track annealing and 

helium retention behavior (Bernet et al., 2001; Fillon et al., 2013; Cecil et al., 2014; Fox and Shuster, 2014). This may 

particularly be the case for the difference between studies in the proximal Molasse basin, where the Alps form the sediment 90 

source (Cederbom et al., 2011; von Hagke et al., 2015; Mock et al., 2020), and the more external parts, where sediments may 

partly derive from the Black Forest (e.g., Mazurek et al., 2006). We present new apatite (U-Th-Sm)/He thermochronology 

(AHe) data from the Bülach well (BUL-1, Figs. 1, 2). In this location grains deriving from the Black Forest as well as the 

Alps are expected, offering the opportunity to cover all populations relevant for interpreting late-stage basin thermal history. 

The region of the northern Swiss Molasse Basin and, consequently, the sediments sampled in this study have witnessed 95 

different tectonic phases, starting after the Variscan orogeny in Permian times. Therefore, we first summarize the pre-Alpine 
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history of the region, followed by the tectonostratigraphic evolution of the foreland basin and sediment source regions, as 

well as a summary of the heat flow and geothermal gradient history. 

 

 100 

Figure 1. Tectonic map of the study area in northern Switzerland (modified after von Hagke et al., 2012). Relevant domains are 

shown: BF: Back Forest Massif, A: Alps, J: Jura fold-thrust-belt, MB: Molasse Basin. Drainage directions of the time of USM 

deposition ~ 22 Ma is indicated (after Kuhlemann & Kempf, 2002). Heat flow isolines indicate recent heat flow (from Sachs & 

Eberhard based on Medici & Rybach, 1995) Location of the study area (Bülach well) is indicated in red. 

 105 
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2.1 Pre-Alpine history 

During the lower Permian, the region underwent post-variscan extension, leading to the formation of graben and half-graben 

structures in large parts of Europe (Eisbacher et al., 1989; Echtler and Chauvet, 1992; McCann et al., 2008; Geyer et al., 

2011). Lower Permian sedimentation is followed by an upper Permian unconformity in the region, as shown by 

interpretation of seismic profiles (Diebold et al., 1991). Above the unconformity, Triassic to Jurassic passive margin 110 

carbonates from an epicontinental marine environment were deposited (Geyer et al., 2011). Tectonic activity during that time 

is limited, although extensional reactivation of pre-existing faults may have occurred locally in Triassic and Early Jurassic 

times (Wetzel et al., 2003; Marchant et al., 2005; Roche et al. 2020). Likewise, in the Upper Jurassic sequence, hardgrounds 

mark episodic erosional phases (Nagra, 2020). Cretaceous passive margin sediments are not preserved in the region (e.g., 

Haldimann et al., 2017; Nagra, 2020), but remnants were found in synclines of the Jura Mountains (e.g., Strasser et al., 2016) 115 

and farther east in the Molasse basin (e.g., Ortner et al., 2015). The original thickness of these sediments has been estimated 

based on vitrinite reflectance and apatite fission track data (Schegg and Leu, 1998; Mazurek et al., 2006). Obtained values 

range from 0 - 200 m (Crampton and Allen, 1995; Schegg and Leu, 1998), to about 500 m (e.g., Mazurek et al., 2006), and 

even up to 1400 m (Schegg and Leu, 1998). Erosion has been associated with northward migration of the forebulge of the 

Alpine subduction zone in late Cretaceous to Paleogene times (Crampton and Allen, 1995). 120 

 

2.2 Tectonostratigraphic evolution of the Central Alps and their northern foreland basin  

Following the passive margin setting, subduction of the oceanic part of the European plate under the Adriatic continental 

plate and the subsequent continent-continent collision after approximately 35 Ma resulted in the formation of the Central 

Alps (e.g., Schmid et al., 1996). In Eocene times, continent-continent collision started with distal parts of the European 125 

margin entering the subduction channel (e.g., Mosar et al., 1996; Stampfli and Marchant, 1997; Cardello et al., 2019). With 

the collisional phase, formation of a foreland basin started (Pfiffner, 1986; Sinclair et al., 1991; Sinclair, 1997; Burkhard and 

Sommaruga, 1998; Pfiffner et al., 2002; Schlunegger et al., 2007). At 32 Ma, the Central Alps witness increased erosion 

(Hurford, 1986; Schmid et al., 1996), possibly linked to slab breakoff (Davies and von Blanckenburg, 1995). In early 

Miocene times, approximately at 22 - 20 Ma, European passive margin sediments were detached from the underlying 130 

European basement, forming the Helvetic cover nappes (Pfiffner, 2011; Herwegh et al., 2020). Buoyancy-driven subvertical 

uplift of the thickened crust and exhumation of the external crystalline massifs at about 20 Ma has been associated with 

delamination of lower European crustal units from the lithospheric mantle or rollback of the European Plate (Fry et al., 2010; 

Glotzbach et al., 2011a; Schlunegger and Kissling, 2015; Egli et al., 2017a; Herwegh et al., 2017; Kissling and Schlunegger, 

2018; Herwegh et al., 2020). 135 
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Eo-Oligocene crustal-scale extension led to the formation of the European Cenozoic Rift System that also affected the 

northern Alpine foreland (Hinsken et al., 2007; Ziegler, 1992). Opening of the Upper Rhine Graben, a major segment of this 

rift system, caused uplift of its flanks and subsequent exposure of Mesozoic rocks in the area of the future Black Forest 

Massif (Fig. 1). Uplift of the area was further enhanced by north-westward migration of the flexural bulge of the northern 140 

Alpine foreland through the region in the Early Miocene (Bourgeois et al., 2007; Ziegler and Dèzes, 2007). The sediments 

derived from this erosion have partly been transported to the Molasse Basin (e.g., Kuhlemann and Kempf, 2002). This 

includes Mesozoic sediments, as well as stratigraphically lower amphibolite facies ortho- and paragneisses (e.g., Egli et al., 

2017b), Carboniferous granitic plutons, and Upper Devonian to Lower Carboniferous metasediments (e.g., Güldenpfennig 

and Loeschke, 1991; Schaltegger, 2000; Sawatzki and Hann, 2003; Geyer et al., 2011). 145 

 

This protracted geological history is reflected in the stratigraphy of the Molasse Basin. Sedimentation started with the 

deposition of flysch sediments, which continued until middle Oligocene times (Sinclair and Allen, 1992). Increased 

exhumation of the orogen at 32 Ma led to increased sediment discharge into the foreland basins (Sinclair, 1997; Schlunegger 

and Castelltort, 2016). The following Molasse sedimentation can be separated in two regressive megacycles (Kuhlemann and 150 

Kempf, 2002). The lower and upper cycle of the Molasse sediments in this area are subdivided into the Untere Meeres 

Molasse (UMM. “Lower Marine Molasse”, ca. 31.5 – 30 Ma (Kempf et al., 1997; Kempf et al., 1999)), Untere Süßwasser 

Molasse (USM, “Lower Freshwater Molasse”, ca. 30 – 21 Ma, locally until 19 Ma (Kempf et al., 1997; Kempf et al., 1999)), 

Obere Meeres Molasse (OMM, "Upper Marine Molasse“, 21 – 17 Ma (Bolliger, 1999)), and Obere Süßwasser Molasse 

(OSM, “Upper Freshwater Molasse”, 17 – 13 Ma (Kempf et al., 1997; Kempf et al., 1999)) (Matter et al., 1980). Commonly 155 

German abbreviations are used in literature. Paleogeographic studies show that sediments of the USM derive from the 

Central Alps as far as Lake Geneva and from the adjacent Black Forest Massif and the Swabian Alp (Kuhlemann and 

Kempf, 2002; Berger et al., 2005b). Catchment area maps show that during the Oligocene USM sediments derive from the 

Helvetic and Flysch units (e.g., Spiegel et al., 2001). In Early Miocene times at around 20 Ma, erosion successively cut into 

Middle and Upper Penninic units of the Central Alps and reached levels of the Lower Penninic units in Middle Miocene 160 

times, including its Subpenninic Basement, the Lepontine Dome (Spiegel et al., 2001). 

 

The southern part of the Molasse basin was affected by thrusting of the Alpine orogen in early Miocene times, shortly after 

the sediments were deposited (Schlunegger et al., 1997; Kempf et al., 1999). This imbricate stack is called Subalpine 

Molasse and can also be considered the most external unit of the Helvetics (Ortner et al., 2021). At approximately 14 Ma, 165 

deformation of the Jura fold-and-thrust belt started as a result of thin-skinned progradation of the Alpine front into the 

foreland (Laubscher, 1978; Burkhard and Sommaruga, 1998; Looser et al., 2021). The main phase of folding started after 

about 12 Ma (Sommaruga et al., 1997; Becker, 2000; Malz et al., 2016). The distal part of the Molasse Basin was barely 

deformed internally, as the basin got passively transported above the basal detachment of the Jura Mountains (Laubscher, 

1986). Roughly at the same time, the Central Alps and the Molasse Basin were affected by exhumation (Mazurek et al., 170 
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2006; Bernet et al. 2009; Carrapa et al. 2009; Cederbom et al., 2011; von Hagke et al., 2012; von Hagke et al., 2014b; 

Schlunegger and Kissling, 2015). Different possible drivers have been suggested for this exhumation, namely climatic 

changes (Cederbom et al., 2004; Champagnac et al., 2009), tectonic forcing (Burkhard and Sommaruga, 1998; Persaud and 

Pfiffner, 2004; Reinecker et al., 2008), mantle processes (Schlunegger and Castelltort, 2016), or a combination thereof (e.g., 

Cederbom et al., 2011; Schlunegger and Mosar, 2011; von Hagke et al., 2012). 175 

 

2.3 Thermal history of the Swiss Molasse Basin 

Geothermal gradients have been high in the late stages of the Variscan orogeny, with values ranging between 50 and 130 

°C/km (Mazurek, 1992, 1998). Heat flow and gradients decreased through the Mesozoic to values around 70 mW/m², 

possibly followed by a heating event in late Jurassic to early Cretaceous times (Timar-Geng et al., 2004; Mazurek et al., 180 

2006; Omodeo-Salé et al., 2021; Villagómez Díaz et al., 2021). Peak values proposed are about 90 mW/m² in Early 

Cretaceous times. Subsequently, heat flow values decreased below 70 mW/m² until Miocene times, with geothermal 

gradients ranging between 15 °C/km and 30 °C/km (Mazurek et al., 2006; Schegg and Leu, 1998). Following this, Miocene 

heating is proposed by many models, and heat flow increases to over 100 mW/m² (e.g., Mazurek et al., 2006), peaking in 

recent times at around 120 mW/m² for the Bülach area (Medici and Rybach, 1995). Post-glacial hydrothermal fluid flow 185 

affected the region of the northern Swiss Molasse Basin (Sonney and Vuataz, 2008). This hydrothermal activity results in 

heat flow anomalies throughout the basin (Fig. 1). One example from the study area is the Baden and Schinznach 

hydrothermal system (Luijendijk, 2019).  

 

2.4 Structure and stratigraphy of the study area 190 

Alpine shortening barely affected the study area. The most prominent structure in the surroundings of the investigated BUL-

1 borehole in Bülach is the Baden-Irchel-Herdern Lineament (BIH, Nagra, 2014), roughly one kilometer to the south. It has 

been interpreted as a Middle Miocene normal fault that was inherited from a Permo-Carboniferous precursor structure, and 

whose western segment was overprinted by Late Miocene shortening in the Jura fold thrust belt (Diebold, 1989; Malz et al., 

2016). The stratigraphy encountered in the BUL-1 well starts with 50 meters of siliciclastic Permian Rotliegend sediments 195 

belonging to the Weitenau Formation (Fig. 2). This formation consists mainly of sandstones with thin claystone 

intercalations and breccias that were deposited in the Constance-Frick Trough (Diebold and Noack, 1997; Madritsch et al., 

2018). Lower Permian sediments are capped by the regional upper Permian unconformity. The succession from Lower 

Triassic to Upper Jurassic strata is completely recovered. 816 meters of Mesozoic deposits were drilled, including Triassic 

siliciclastic rocks, carbonates and evaporites, while being dominated by Jurassic limestones, claystones and marls in the 200 

upper part. The boundary between the Jurassic and Molasse sediments is marked by the two meters thick Siderolithikum, a 

reddish-brown claystone with abundant iron-pisoids of Eocene age. This borehole section also shows tectonic overprint, 
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possibly related to a splay thrust of the BIH (Fig. 2; Nagra, 2019). The Molasse section starts with 54 meters of USM I 

sandstones, siltstones and silty marls, topped by 448 meters of alternations of silty to sandy marls, sandstones, siltstones and 

argillaceous marls, resembling the USM II formation. Stratigraphically higher Molasse sediments (OMM and OSM) were 205 

not drilled due to the location of the well in a river valley. However, they are exposed at the surface within a radius of two 

kilometers (Haldimann et al., 2017). The top 34 meters of the well comprise Quaternary sandy gravels. 

 

Figure 2. Lithostratigraphic log of the BUL-1 well (modified after Kaehr and Gysi, 2021) and measured borehole temperatures 

(Nagra, 2020). Sampling intervals and depth ranges are indicated and named MOL1 – MOL7, BST, RL1 and RL2. Fault at the top 210 
Mesozoic shown as prognosed in accordance with pre-drilling 3D-seismic interpretations (Nagra, 2019). 

3 Methods 

3.1 (U-Th-Sm)/He thermochronology, sampling and measurements 

To determine timing and magnitude of exhumation of the region, we use Apatite (U-Th-Sm)/He thermochronometry (AHe). 

This method makes use of the decay of radioactive isotopes and the temperature dependent retention of the daughter isotopes 215 

(4He) in apatite crystals (Zeitler et al., 1987; Wolf et al., 1996; Farley, 2000; Flowers, 2009). The low temperature sensitivity 

(closure temperature) of 40 °C to 80°C (Zeitler et al., 1987; Wolf et al., 1996) makes AHe thermochronology a suitable 

method to understand the cooling of the uppermost 2-3 km of the crust.  
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We collected samples from the siliciclastic Miocene Lower Freshwater Molasse (MOL), the Triassic Dinkelberg Formation 220 

(“Buntsandstein”; BST) and the Permian Weitenau Formation (“Rotliegend”; RL), as these lithologies are possibly apatite 

bearing (Lucas and Prevot-Lucas, 1997). In total, our samples span a vertical distance of 1370 meters. For the BST-RL 

section, we collected pieces of drill cores over intervals of roughly 25 meters for one sample, guided by internal stratigraphic 

boundaries (Fig. 2). We selected fine-grained sandstone sections of the core of about five to 30 centimeters in length. From 

each interval we sample at least one meter of half cores. From the Molasse, only cuttings were available for sampling, which 225 

were washed and dried at 20 °C. We subdivided the Molasse based on stratigraphic boundaries, one sampling interval 

covering approximately 75 meters (Fig. 2). 

 

We crushed all samples to release single grains and sieved the crushed material to obtain the 63 – 250 µm fraction. With this 

fraction we performed heavy liquid separation with a sodium-polytungstate solution at 2.82 g/cm³. After investigation of the 230 

samples with a binocular, we re-separated the MOL samples with a solution of 3.0 g/cm³ density. The heavy fraction entered 

magnetic separation, using an Isodynamic Magnetic Separator (Model L-1, S. G. Frantz Co. Inc.). The red sandstone grains 

of the RL samples are covered by a thin coating of iron minerals. We removed the coating chemically using dithionite (after 

Tributh and Lagaly, 1986). 

 235 

We selected apatites for dating from the final separates with a binocular. The preselected grains were further investigated 

with a transmitted light polarization microscope with magnifications of 5x to 50x. We checked for inclusions by immersing 

the grains in ethanol. Grain dimensions were measured by taking scaled images of the grains.  

 

Apatite picking, as well as helium extraction and parent isotope measurements, have been carried out at the GÖochron 240 

Laboratories at the University of Göttingen (analytical procedure in von Eynatten et al., 2021). We measured 45 single 

grains from the Molasse section and 61 grains from the deeper BST and RL intervals (Table 1). We set up three classes 

according to the reliability of single grain ages. (1) Not reliable ages that are associated with high analytical errors (> 10 %, 

all values are smaller), low uranium concentration (< 10 ppm), substantial amount of helium measured on the first re-extract 

(> 4 %) and improbably old ages that are most likely the result of parent isotope-rich insoluble inclusions (white, Table 1, 245 

Fig. 3). (2) Questionable ages of grains with analytical errors > 7.5 %, uranium concentrations < 15 ppm and first helium re-

extracts >3 % (grey, Table 1, Fig. 3). (3) Reliable ages of all grains above these thresholds.  
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Figure 3. Measured AHe data plotted against sampling depth. Sampling intervals and depth ranges are indicated and named 

MOL1 – MOL7, BST, RL1 and RL2. Light green planes indicate stratigraphic ages. Stratigraphic age range of BST is 249 Ma to 250 
244 Ma and 270 Ma to 260 Ma for RL (Kämpfen, 1972). Colors of data points indicate grains with analytical errors >10%, eU <10 

ppm, first He re-extracts >4% or unrealistically high AHe ages (white, not reliable), analytical errors >7.5%, eU <15 ppm, first He 

re-extracts >3% (grey, questionable), others are called “reliable” (black). 
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Table 1. Analytical results of apatite (U-Th-Sm)/He dating from samples of the Bülach well, separated in the Molasse section 255 
(above) and BST-RL section (below). Depth is MD in the well, FT is alpha particle ejection correction, adjusted for grain 

geometry, sphere radius is the radius of a theoretical sphere resembling the grain volume. Colors refer to grains with analytical 

errors >10%, eU <10 ppm, first He re-extracts >4% or unrealistically high AHe ages (red, out of threshold), analytical errors 

>7.5%, eU <15 ppm, first He re-extracts >3% (questionable, orange). 
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3.2 Modeling 

In order to constrain the thermal history, we apply different modeling approaches, with the ultimate goal to arrive at a 

consistent thermal history for the basin. In particular, we use HeFTy v.1.9.3 (Ketcham, 2005), QTQt 64R5.6.9.0 (Gallagher, 

2012) and PyBasin (Luijendijk et al., 2011). HeFTy uses a ‘frequentist’ approach, where statistical tests evaluate the fit of 

the thermal model to the data (Ketcham, 2005; Vermeesch and Tian, 2014). QTQt uses an inversion procedure based on 265 

Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm to determine the best time-temperature path reproducing the AHe dataset 

(Gallagher, 2012; Vermeesch and Tian, 2014). Both tools have been extensively discussed and compared (Vermeesch and 

Tian, 2014, 2018; Gallagher and Ketcham, 2018). PyBasin uses a forward modeling approach, where burial and exhumation 

timing are defined as parameters instead of the program searching for possible t-T paths. PyBasin is the only one of the three 

tools that allows to include different provenance histories into the model. In addition to inverse modeling, we take advantage 270 

of forward modeling in PyBasin in order to test specific burial, exhumation and heat flow scenarios. In addition to 

thermochronometric data, we include published vitrinite reflectance, stratigraphic, as well as paleo-temperature and heat 

flow data to constrain the burial history of the basin.  

 

4 Results 275 

4.1 AHe-data 

Most of the AHe ages within the Molasse section (down to 500 m) are younger than their respective stratigraphic age (Fig. 3, 

Table 1). This indicates at least partial reset after deposition. The data exhibits an age spread from 4-5 Ma to roughly 30 Ma, 

which decreases systematically with depth to ages ranging between 5 and 14 Ma at a depth of 430 m to 500 m. This pattern 

can be indicative for an exhumed partial retention zone (PRZ) (e.g., Fitzgerald et al., 2006). If an exhumed PRZ is 280 

responsible for the age-depth trend, extrapolation would imply complete reset for the Molasse section at a depth just below 

600 m. The base of the partial retention zone is commonly estimated to indicate a paleo-temperature of around 70°C for the 

AHe system (Zeitler et al., 1987; Wolf et al., 1996, see above). Using the recent geothermal gradient of 35 °C/km (Nagra, 

2020), this temperature is expected at a depth of around 1700 m. The difference of this depth and estimated base of the 

exhumed PRZ translates into a first rough exhumation estimate of 1100 m.  285 

 

AHe ages of the BST-RL interval (1306 m – 1370 m) are all much younger than their respective stratigraphic ages (Fig. 3). 

They exhibit a spread from roughly 3 Ma to 82 Ma at the top BST. Comparable to the Molasse section, the age spread 

decreases towards the bottom of the section. Maximum ages for the RL1 interval are 64 Ma and for the RL2 interval the 

oldest grain measured has an AHe age of 41 Ma. 290 
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Comparing both sampled sections (the upper Molasse section and the lower BST-RL section), the large age spread in the 

lower section is surprising, as based on results in the Molasse data, a complete reset of ages would be expected below 600 m. 

and definitely above 1300 m. Two different explanations for this observation can be put forward. Either the BST-RL and the 

MOL sample sets share the same PRZ. This would imply that the observed age spread is the result of grain properties such as 295 

eU or grainsize (e.g., Farley, 2000; Fillon et al., 2013). Alternatively, the two sample sets have a different PRZ, i.e. they are 

sensitive to different temperature intervals and consequently represent different thermochronometers. This may be the 

consequence of different provenance histories (Luijendijk et al., 2011). To probe into this, we examine the available data on 

element concentrations and grainsize for correlations with the AHe age. 

 300 

4.2 Correlations of AHe ages with grain size and chemistry  

A weak positive correlation between grain size and age can be observed (Fig. 4a). Logarithmic fits give best R² values. For 

the whole dataset we calculate an R² value of 0.04. This correlation is stronger for the BST grains (R² = 0.32), while barely 

visible for Molasse grains (R² = 0.11). RL grains even show a negative correlation with lower AHe ages for larger grains (R² 

= 0.02). We note that even though larger than standard AHe datasets, correlation coefficients are still sensitive to single 305 

datapoints. Especially the stronger correlation obtained for the BST subset depends largely on the ages of the two largest 

grains. We observe that Molasse grains are relatively small compared to BST-RL grains and we also measured younger ages 

for the Molasse grains. However, a relatively small Molasse grain can have a relatively old AHe age, while a relatively large 

BST-RL grain can have a young AHe age. Consequently, grain size alone cannot explain the observed age pattern, and if at 

all, then only in few cases. 310 

 

The plot of AHe ages versus eU (Fig. 4b) similarly shows only weak correlation trends (R² = 0.06 for the entire dataset). Any 

specific eU value is associated with a wide range of AHe ages. The majority of Molasse grains shows eU values ranging 

from 0 ppm to 100 ppm and respective AHe ages ranging between 4 Ma and 20 Ma (R² = 0.05). It can be observed that 

Molasse grains with eU values lower than 25 ppm show AHe ages below 16 Ma, while AHe ages for grains with eU 315 

concentrations of 25 ppm to 80 ppm exhibit the full observed range from 4 Ma to 30 Ma. However, this difference is marked 

by only a few grains. Similarly, for BST grains a correlation between eU and apparent age cannot be established for the 

entire data set (R² = 0.09). It can only be observed that RL grains of eU values below 50 ppm have AHe ages below 10 Ma. 

For eU values above of 50 ppm, the correlation is much weaker with the oldest grains exhibiting eU values around 60 ppm. 

Grains of higher eU show no correlation with ages spreading from around 10 Ma to 40 Ma (R² = 0.03).  320 

 

AHe age vs. Th/U reveals that BST-RL grains typically show Th/U ratios below 1.0, while AHe ages spread from 2 to 82 

Ma (Fig. 4c). Molasse grains spread along the Th/U axis with values up to over 6.0, whereas the age spread is narrow with a 

maximum value of 30 Ma. Furthermore, the Th/U ratio of the Molasse samples collected from different stratigraphical levels 
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allows identifying a characteristic change in the source lithologies during Miocene. The younger sediments (samples MOL1 325 

to MOL4) contain a higher proportion of apatite crystals with Th/U ratio above one than the older layers (samples MOL5 to 

MOL7, Fig. 4d). This change can be associated with the exhumation of different basement formations in the catchment area 

within the Central Alps, indicating a change (presumably younging) of the primary cooling ages (e.g., Spiegel et al., 2001). 

 

 330 

Figure 4. AHe age vs. grain properties, with logarithmic fits and R² values for volume and eU, where RL1 and RL2 are computed 

together. Line-color correspond to the sampling interval, dashed black line for all data. a) AHe age vs. grain volume. b) AHe age 

vs. effective uranium concentration (eU). c) AHe age vs. thorium over uranium ratio. d) Molasse thorium over uranium ratios 

separated into intervals MOL1-4 and MOL5-7. 

 335 

In sum we observe a weak correlation of grainsize and eU with AHe age, while no correlation between Th/U and AHe age is 

apparent. We note however, that BST-RL grains have low Th/U ratios, while Molasse grains exhibit Th/U values ranging 

between 0 and 6 (Fig. 4c, Table 1). Additionally, Th/U ratios of the Molasse grains allow for a separation of the sample set 

into two provenance-related subsets (Fig. 4d). 

 340 
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4.3 Thermal modeling with HeFTy 

We define a set of boundary conditions for each model computed with HeFTy (Ketcham, 2005). These are the regional 

thermal parameters surface temperature and basal heat flow. For all parameters, only constants can be set in HeFTy. We 

choose 12 °C as mean value of the annual surface temperature for the region from Miocene to recent times (Mosbrugger et 

al., 2005), including glaciation phases. We set a mean value for heat flow of 80 mW/m² over the relevant time span from at 345 

least Molasse deposition to recent values (e.g., Mazurek et al., 2006; Omodeo-Salé et al., 2021). With HeFTy, we model all 

samples separately (MOL1 - MOL7). For each, we create one model using the grains with youngest AHe ages and one of the 

oldest AHe ages. Modeling of all grains of a sample or even multi-sample models fail to find paths of acceptable fits. We 

combine forward and inverse modeling by predefining an exhumation path with a good fit and subsequently run inverse 

models. For these, we constrain the deposition time as the range of stratigraphic ages (e.g., Kempf et al., 1997; Schlunegger 350 

et al. 1997) and allow a temperature range at the time of deposition of 15 °C +/- 5 °C. This range accounts for the paleo-

temperatures of about 15 °C obtained by Mosbrugger et al. (2005) and considers uncertainties over the time span. We 

assume a maximum temperature after deposition for Molasse grains of 90°C, as the grains have only been partially reset. We 

did not limit rates of temperature changes. The present temperature of each sample is constrained by measured borehole 

temperatures (Nagra, 2020). We set the number of paths tried to 10.000 for each model. We use the HeFTy standard 355 

goodness of fit (GOF) merit values for good and acceptable paths that are 0.5 and 0.05, respectively (Ketcham, 2005). As 

helium diffusion models, we use the algorithm of Farley (2000) and Flowers (2009). Results of both diffusion models are 

similar for the Molasse samples, even though the algorithm of Farley (2000) produces more good and acceptable paths than 

obtained with the RDAAM model (Flowers, 2009). 

 360 

We show the results of these models in Figure 5. All models indicate heating and subsequent cooling after deposition, while 

exhibiting a wide range of pre-depositional paths. This is an expected result, given the (partial) reset of the samples in the 

basin. The average paths of the models differ with respect to timing and magnitude of heating and cooling. Onset of cooling 

for the young Molasse grains varies from 10 to 16 Ma with maximum temperatures from 74°C to 84 °C. Many of the single 

paths suggest rapid cooling at around 6 Ma. However, we note that this is not the only viable solution, and t-T histories with 365 

more continuous cooling provide similarly good fits. This is also witnessed in the weighted average paths, which all indicate 

cooling rates in the range of 3.5 °C/Ma to 6 °C/Ma. 

 

We note that the young and old grains of a single interval often suggest different timing for maximum temperature. Models 

including only the oldest grains of the Molasse samples, maximum temperatures were reached between 12 and 17 Ma (Fig. 370 

5). Peak temperatures of the average models vary from below 40 °C to 85 °C. As for the young grains, modeled peak 

temperatures are not strictly ordered by depth of the sample, even though there is a trend to higher peak temperatures for 

deeper samples (Fig. 5). Cooling rates obtained by the weighted average paths range from 1.5 °C/Ma to 3.5 °C/Ma. 
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 375 

Figure 5. t-T models of the Molasse grains obtained using HeFTy software (Ketcham, 2005) 10.000 iterations were run. Diffusion 

model is Farley (2000); models with RDAAM (Flowers et al., 2009) give similar results. Left: youngest group of grains per sample 

(MOL1 – MOL7), right: oldest group of grains. Square with line (black or white depending on best visibility) mark the forward 

constraint producing best fits for the grain(s) modelled. Boxes are constraints for inverse modeling: pre-depositional, t-T range of 

deposition and re-heating and cooling after deposition. Pink paths resemble  “good” models (GOF merit value >0.5), green paths 380 
“acceptable” models (GOF merit value >0.05, Ketcham, 2005). 
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HeFTy models of the BST-RL grains are shown in Figure 6. We present seven models, separating single grain ages by depth 

and age: young, medium and old grains of the Buntsandstein interval (Fig. 6a, 6b, 6c), medium-young grains of interval RL1 

(Fig. 6d, 6e), and medium-old grains interval RL2 (Fig. 6f, 6g). All models are constrained based on previous work on basin 385 

evolution, as well as the fact that our samples have only seen partial reset (see above). We constrain maximum burial from 

60 to 80 Ma with a temperature window of 40 to 90°C. To account for Cretaceous-Paleogene exhumation, we allow for 

cooling to 20 to 60°C between 37.5 and 60 Ma. Molasse sedimentation started after a phase of hiatus, which is why we 

constrain another box of the same temperature range from 25 to 37.5 Ma. Apart from the recent temperature of the respective 

samples, we define a constraint of 60 to 120°C from 0 to 18 Ma to account for maximum burial in the Molasse stage. We 390 

tested the diffusion model of Farley (2000) and RDAAM (Flowers, 2009). HeFTy produces acceptable and few good paths 

only for few or single grains using RDAAM, even though we decreased the GOF merit values to 0.01 and 0.1, respectively. 

 

The weighted mean paths of the seven modeled subsets all show rising temperatures until Cretaceous times and subsequent 

cooling before Molasse burial. Single paths avoid Cretaceous/Paleogene cooling. Pre-Molasse maximum temperatures have 395 

been reached at the end of the Cretaceous, between 67 and 72 Ma. The temperatures modeled at these times range from 70 

°C to just above 90 °C. Note that the youngest samples modeled do not necessarily give the hottest maximum temperatures, 

nor is the time spent at high temperatures longer. Cooling paths of the seven models differ with respect to their Molasse-

stage re-heating. Timing of the lowest temperature obtained ranges between 30 Ma and 57 Ma. Temperatures reached during 

this time range from just above 20 °C to 40 °C. Models of younger samples indicate grains have spent shorter times at low 400 

temperatures with slower cooling and more rapid re-heating. They do however not show higher minimum temperatures. 

 

Re-heating within the Molasse stage reaches maximum temperatures of 80 °C to 110 °C in the time interval from 2 to 12 Ma. 

The old BST subset marks an outlier with a maximum temperature of 80 °C at 2 Ma (Fig. 6c). Note that this mean path is 

based on only three acceptable paths, even with the reduced GOF merit value. The range of maximum temperatures is 405 

shifted by about 30 °C to higher values compared to the Molasse sample set, which resembles the vertical distance. 

However, single models are in conflict with the Molasse models, as their expected maximum temperatures and 

heating/cooling rates are too low to account for the vertical distance. 

 

In summary, HeFTy models of the Molasse sequences produce good results when modeling single grains or few grains of 410 

comparable AHe ages of the same sample. Nonetheless, the single models cannot be reconciled into a consistent thermal 

history. For the Molasse, onset of cooling ranges between 10 and 17 Ma. Peak temperatures show a wide range of 

possibilities, with values from 40 °C and 85 °C, which is a much larger span than expected for 500 m of depth interval. 

Furthermore, modeled peak temperatures are not consistently increasing with depth. The models consequently imply a range 

of different cooling rates from 1.5 °C/Ma to 6 °C/Ma. BST-RL samples can barely be modeled using HeFTy. Only using 415 
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RDAAM as diffusion model and decreasing the GOF merit values yields a limited amount of possible t-T histories. These 

paths are difficult to reconcile with models of the Molasse samples.  

 

 

Figure 6. t-T models of the Molasse grains obtained using HeFTy software (Ketcham, 2005) 10.000 iterations were run. Diffusion 420 
model is RDAAM (Flowers et al., 2009). a) BST_A: AHe age 6 to 10 Ma, b) BST_B: AHe age 45 Ma, c) BST_C: AHe age: 78 to 81, 

d) RL1_A: AHe age: 16 to 19 Ma, e) RL1_B: AHe age: 31 Ma, f) RL2_A: AHe age: 7 Ma, g) RL2_B: AHe age: 47 Ma. Pink paths 

resemble “good" models (GOF merit value >0.1; Ketcham, 2005), green paths “acceptable” models (GOF merit value >0.01). Dark 

blue path is the weighted average path. 
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4.4 Thermal modeling with QTQt 425 

QTQt is well-suited to model vertical profiles because it allows for simultaneous models of multiple samples with known 

vertical separation (Gallagher, 2012). This approach is different from modeling with HeFTy, where we modeled single sub-

samples and few grains separately. The QTQt models presented in this study are based on a stable solution obtained after 

10.000 model iterations; the final model is provided as the expected model (weighted mean model). We constrain the recent 

borehole temperature profile (Nagra, 2020), as well as the surface temperature at the time of deposition of the individual 430 

strata (green box for Molasse in Fig. 7; Mosbrugger et al., 2005). Further time-temperature constraints implemented are 

based on previous studies and geological evidence, such as maximum burial before exhumation in Paleogene times (e.g., 

Mazurek et al., 2006; Strasser et al., 2016; Omodeo-Salé et al., 2021). We allow a broad range of 70 °C +/- 30 °C from 65 to 

45 Ma (Fig. 7). Following this cooling event, we constrain temperatures of 25 °C +/- 15 °C for the time span of 30 to 40 Ma. 

This temperature window resembles a maximum depth of 850 meters, given that the BST-RL section is only overlain by the 435 

drilled Jurassic successions at this time (Fig. 2). The youngest constraint is based on our observed Miocene AHe cooling 

ages. Prior to Miocene cooling, we constrain maximum temperatures of 70 °C +/- 30 °C from 13 to 5 Ma. As for HeFTy, we 

test two diffusion models (Farley, 2000; Flowers, 2009), which result in similar model outputs. 

 

The resulting thermal history model for the BST-RL samples (hottest sample; red line in Figure 7a) shows maximum 440 

temperatures of just below 120 °C at 60 Ma, with broad 95% credible intervals of +/- 60 °C (pink paths). After 30 Ma a 

cooling phase ends with temperatures of just below 50 °C with 95% credible intervals of +/- 30 °C. Reheating after Molasse 

deposition results in 60 °C with 95% credible intervals of +/- 30°C for the top-most Molasse sample (coldest sample; dark 

blue line) and 110 °C with 95% credible intervals of +/- 50 °C for the BST-RL samples. 

 445 

Towards present day temperatures, the 95% credible intervals of the coldest sample (Molasse) and hottest sample (BST-RL) 

do not show a similar behavior, increasing the temperature offset exponentially around 12 Ma. As the deviation of thermal 

histories occurs from maximum burial to recent temperatures, we allow a model run without constraining the recent 

temperature profile. The result is a single consistent thermal history, as the uncertainty ranges show consistent cooling paths 

(Fig. 7b). The declining distance between the temperature paths of the single samples shows that a very low recent 450 

geothermal gradient of 5 °C/km would be needed to arrive at this model.  

 

In addition to computing the best paths, QTQt generates probabilistic figures for the temperature history for each sample 

modeled (Fig. 8). These show that for the Molasse section, probabilities are highest around the best paths shown in Figure 

7a. Whereas BST-RL probabilities are comparably low over the whole area of computed paths. This indicates that over all 455 

iterations of modeling, each path within this broad range was equally likely to be obtained. To solve these inconsistencies, a 
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tool that takes heat flow changes over time and provenance age as input data is required, thereby allowing to model the 

Molasse and BST-RL sample sets together. 

 

Figure 7. Modeling results using QTQt (Gallagher, 2012). Black boxes are t-T constraints for inverse modeling, green box is the t-460 
T constraint for the deposition of Molasse sediments. The models are the stable solutions after 10.000 iterations. Red line is the 

resulting t-T path for the deepest sample (RL2), with pink lines marking the 95% credible intervals. Dark blue line is the resulting 

t-T path for the shallowest sample (MOL1), with light blue lines showing the 95% credible intervals. a) Model with measured 

borehole temperatures as constraints, b) without constrained recent temperatures.  
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 465 

Figure 8. Probability fields from 10.000 model runs of QTQt, exemplarily shown for MOL1 (a) and RL2 (b). MOL2-7 shows 

similar results with lower maximum probabilities at depth. BST and RL1 are similar to RL2. Rose implies high probability of the 

model runs obtaining the t-T path through the respective field; blue colors indicate low probability.  
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4.5 Thermal modeling with PyBasin 

4.5.1 Best fit model including all samples 470 

In PyBasin (Luijendijk et al., 2011) a stratigraphic column can be implemented, and rock properties can be assigned for each 

lithology (Tables 2, 3). We compile the lithologic composition of each unit using mineralogic data from measurements on 

cuttings and drill cores (Nagra, 2020). Measurements for rock density, surface porosity and compressibility exist as well. 

Thermal conductivity and heat capacity have been measured on drill cores of the Weiach well (location in Fig.1, Mazurek et 

al., 2006). As diffusion model, we use the algorithm of Farley (2000).  475 

 

 

Table 2. Stratigraphic column with stratigraphic ages, lithologic components and provenance histories. Stratigraphic age ranges 

were taken from Kämpfen (1972), lithologic composition from Nagra (2020), provenance histories based on tectonic models of the 

Alps by Egli et al. (2017a), Glotzbach et al., (2011b), Herwegh et al., (2017, 2020), Hurford (1986), Kissling and Schlunegger (2018), 480 
Schmid et al. (2004). Start is the time at which cooling below 120°C occurred, end is the time at which the sample reached the 

surface.  

 

We show further modeling parameters and the results for the best fit model computed with PyBasin (Fig. 9). For more detail, 

we also present closeups for the younger history and a shorter AHe age time frame (Fig. 9.1, 9.2). Surface temperatures for 485 

times older than 45 Ma are taken from Mazurek et al. (2006) and adjusted for expected water depths (Fig. 9a). We assume a 

temperature profile for tropical regions (Ward, 2006) and estimate water depth by facies extracted from the lithostratigraphic 

log of the Bülach well (Nagra, 2020). After 45 Ma, we use surface temperatures of Mosbrugger et al. (2005). The burial plot 

shows the subsidence phases determined by stratigraphic ages (Kämpfen, 1972) and drilled thicknesses (Fig. 9b, Nagra, 

2020). By testing a range of values in separate model runs, we explored the amount of additional sedimentation and 490 
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subsequent erosion that fits best to the AHe ages. For the best fit, we arrived at 400 m of sedimentation between the Upper 

Jurassic and 65 Ma, which we define to be subsequently eroded by an exhumation event from 65 to 50 Ma. Evidence for this 

is the maximum of 400 m of Cretaceous sediments preserved in synclines of the Jura fold-and-thrust belt (Strasser et al., 

2016), as well as the same amount of maximum Cretaceous sediments farther east in the Molasse Basin (e.g., Ortner et al., 

2015). The uppermost Jurassic formation (Felsenkalk/Massenkalk) is preserved in the section drilled in the Bülach well, 495 

indicating that negligible amounts of Jurassic strata have been eroded (Nagra, 2020).  

 

Table 3. Rock properties of the different lithologies. Density, surface porosity and compressibility derived from measurements on 

the Bülach drill cores (Nagra, 2020). Thermal conductivity and heat capacity from measurements on the Weiach drill cores 

(Mazurek et al., 2006).  500 

 

For the Molasse stage, best fits are obtained with 1100 meters of additional sedimentation and subsequent erosion, which is 

in agreement with the estimate of a paleo PRZ just below 600 m (Fig. 2). The additional sedimentation requires slightly 

higher sedimentation rates after 17 Ma (Fig. 9). Using maps and cross-sections of the Bülach region (Haldimann et al., 

2017), we separate these 1100 meters of additional sedimentation to different stratigraphic units. We define 50 more meters 505 

of USM II, 100 meters of OMM and 950 meters of OSM. The precise time span of the exhumation event is the result of 

modeling incremental changes to the onset and end of exhumation, with the best fit obtained for the start at 11 Ma and an 

end at 0 Ma. 

 

In addition to the burial and exhumation history, the pre-depositional provenance histories of the grains are defined for each 510 

stratigraphic unit (Fig. 9b, 9.1, yellow fields). These provenance paths are based on the exhumation history of the Alps (e.g., 

Hurford, 1986; Schmid et al., 2004; Glotzbach et al., 2011a; Egli et al., 2017a; Herwegh et al., 2017; Kissling and 

Schlunegger, 2018; Herwegh et al., 2020) in possible provenance regions (e.g., Spiegel et al., 2001; Kuhlemann and Kempf, 

2002; Berger et al., 2005b). Heat flow development through time can be freely adjusted (Fig. 9c). We account for heat flow 
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histories as proposed by previous studies (e.g., Mazurek et al., 2006; Omodeo-Salé et al., 2021) and adjusted these for the 515 

best fit to our data. The present-day heat flow is determined by the measured borehole temperatures. This temperature profile 

as measured in the Bülach well (Nagra, 2020) is shown in Figure 9d. Depositional age of strata and AHe ages of all grains 

are plotted in Figure 9e and 9.2.  

 

Figure 9. PyBasin model parameters and results for the best fit model using all samples (MOL1 – RL2). a) surface temperature 520 
over time (after Mazurek et al., 2006; Mosbrugger et al., 2005). b) burial plot including preserved stratigraphic column (Nagra, 

2020) and additional sedimentation and erosion defined manually. Colors of the burial plot give temperatures of each stratigraphic 

unit with time, calculated by PyBasin. Yellow areas are provenance history paths. c) basal heat flow over time based on previous 

studies, and adjusted to provide the best fit to the data. d) measured borehole temperatures of the Bülach well (Nagra, 2020) and 

modeled temperature profile. e) AHe age data, stratigraphic ages and modeled AHe ranges. Figure 9.1. closeup of the burial plot 525 
with time axis limitation to 30 Ma. Maximum temperature (Tmax) is calculated at 5 Ma, during ongoing exhumation because of 

rising heat flow. Figure 9.2. closeup of the AHe age panel, age axis is cut at 90 Ma. 
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The depth vs. present day temperature plot (Fig. 9d) shows that the calculated temperature profile matches measured 

borehole temperatures, with a deviation of measured data to higher temperatures in the Molasse section (upper 500 m). 530 

Figure 9b shows the modeled temperature history plotted as heat map into the burial plot. Maximum temperatures were 

reached during exhumation at about 5 Ma, as increasing heat flow has a larger effect than cooling by erosion. PyBasin 

computes theoretical AHe age ranges for all defined provenance paths. These calculated AHe age ranges explain all 

Buntsandstein and Rotliegend data well, apart from the three oldest grains measured (<5% of the data) (Fig. 9e and 9.2). The 

excursion of the expected AHe age range to young ages for the Molasse grains is also backed by the model. Still, for the 535 

Molasse section, only AHe ages older than 15 Ma are explained. We account for this in the following refined model for the 

Molasse section and discuss possible reasons later.  

 

4.5.2 Refined model for the Molasse sequence  

We modeled the Molasse sample and time interval separately for a fit to the so far unexplained young AHe ages and to arrive 540 

at a more detailed thermal history of the basin. Input parameters are equal to those of the best fit model (Fig. 9), if not stated 

differently in the following. Exploring the settings fitting best to the data, we arrive at a two-stepped exhumation approach 

starting at 13 Ma (Fig. 9b). We define accelerated exhumation that starts at 9 Ma and lasts until today. Previous studies and 

our best fit model for all sampling intervals propose a sharp increase of heat flow from around 10 Ma to recent times (e.g., 

Mazurek et al., 2006; Omodeo-Salé et al., 2021) (Fig. 9). To explore parameter space with a setting not needing such a sharp 545 

increase, we set the heat flow to 122 mW/m² throughout the whole Molasse stage instead of rising to this magnitude to 

recent times (Fig. 10c). Also, we allow a provenance history path of Variscan initial exhumation (cooling below 120 °C) in 

order to account for oldest AHe ages. The exhumation magnitude is decreased to 1000 m compared to the previous model as 

this provides a better fit following the changes to the heat flow and provenance histories. 

 550 

The modeling result shows increased temperatures during Molasse burial, related to the elevated heat flow and buffered by 

100 m of less maximum burial (Fig. 10b). Maximum temperatures of close to 80 °C are now reached at maximum burial at 

around 13 Ma. The deviation of modeled borehole temperatures from the measured temperatures to shallow depth can be 

observed as for the best fit model (Fig. 10d). As an effect of the adjustments, most of the data is now explained by the 

modeled range of AHe ages (Fig. 10e). The newly introduced provenance path with exhumation beginning in Variscan times 555 

explains the oldest grains. Geologic reasoning for these assumptions providing a good fit will be discussed later. In the 

following, we test robustness and uncertainties of our models to explore the error bar related to our parameter settings.  

 

 

 560 
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igure 10. PyBasin model parameters and results for the refined Molasse model using samples MOL1 – MOL7. For panel 

explanations see Fig. 9. 

 

4.5.3 Exploring parameter space with PyBasin 

To test the sensitivity of the modeled AHe age ranges and the robustness of the best fit, we run models in which we change 565 

one parameter at a time by a small increment. The base model for these tests is the best-fit model for all sampling intervals 

(Fig. 9). The resulting AHe age ranges of the base model are presented again in Figure 11a. We change burial and 

subsequent exhumation magnitude of the Molasse stage exhumation by 200 m. In a first test we add 200 m, i.e., 1300 m of 

burial and subsequent exhumation (Fig. 11b). Second, we test the influence of 200 m less exhumation (900 m, Fig. 11c). 

Compared to the best fit model (Fig. 9) the computed AHe age ranges for the lower sample sets (BST-RL) are very sensitive 570 

to the 200 m difference of exhumation (Fig. 11b, 11c). Adding 200 m of sedimentation and subsequent erosion increases the 

maximum temperature and thus decreases the expected AHe ages (Fig. 11b). Due to this, about the oldest third of BST-RL 
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AHe ages is not explained by this model. Reducing burial/exhumation by 200 m results in colder maximum temperatures 

(Fig. 11c). This increases the computed AHe age range. As a consequence, about 20 Ma older AHe ages are expected by this 

model than most of the oldest data suggests. The computed theoretical AHe age range for the Molasse samples is less 575 

sensitive to the 200 m changes in exhumation magnitude (Fig. 11b, 11c). Less exhumation shifts the limits of computed age 

ranges about 1-2 Ma to older ages. For more exhumation, 1-2 Ma younger AHe ages are computed.  

 

 

Figure 11. AHe ages and modeled AHe age ranges for different scenarios diverging from the base of the best fit model presented in 580 
Fig. 9. b&e mag.: burial and exhumation magnitude. b&h t(start): timing of onset of Molasse stage exhumation that lasts until 

recent times, where – 1Ma means a start 1 Ma earlier. HF: heat flow over the complete modeled time-span, where +10% means 

10% higher heat flow for each data point (except recent HF), 10j: HF +10% only for the Molasse stage (MOL, last 30 Ma). Prov. 

Ages: provenance ages, where +10% means that provenance history exhumation is 10% of absolute date earlier for each 

population, resulting in older provenance ages.   585 

 

We also test changes to the onset of exhumation, in particular one Ma earlier (12 Ma, Fig. 11d) and one Ma later (10 Ma, 

Fig. 11e). As for the base model, maximum temperature is reached on the exhumation path (Fig. 9). In the model where 

exhumation starts one Ma earlier, this maximum temperature is lower as compared to the best fit model. The opposite effect 
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occurs for a later start of exhumation. Oldest BST-RL ages are not explained by the model with a later start of exhumation 590 

(Fig. 11d), while an earlier start of exhumation leaves a range of older AHe ages that is not backed by data (Fig. 11e). 

However, the impact on theoretical Molasse AHe ages is minor. Generally, changing the exhumation magnitude by 200 m 

has a larger effect on the computed AHe ages than changing onset of exhumation by 1 Ma. 

 

Next, we explore the influence of heat flow. In a first experiment, we add 10% to the heat flow for all defined points in time 595 

(Fig. 11f) and subtract 10% in a second experiment (Fig. 11g). Only the present day heat flow is kept at 122 mW/m², as this 

needs to correspond to the recent borehole temperature profile (Nagra, 2020). Increased basal heat flow increases 

temperature, especially for the sample sets near the base. This means adding 10% of heat flow affects the computed BST-RL 

AHe ages most. Around 40% of the BST-RL data is thus no longer explained, while the effect on Molasse AHe ages is small 

(Fig. 11f). Decreasing the basal heat flow consequently allows for much older AHe ages of BST-RL section. Up to 30 Ma 600 

older ages than obtained by our measurements are calculated (Fig. 11g). Molasse AHe ages increase slightly to that extent 

that all ages measured in interval MOL7 would be younger than the theoretical AHe age range. Changing exhumation 

magnitude by 200 m and changing heat flow by 10% results in comparable changes to the computed AHe age ranges (Fig. 

11b, 11c, 11f, 11g). The main difference is that changing the exhumation magnitude affects all samples along the well, 

relative to the computed absolute ages. A change in heat flow has its largest impact near the base of the model. 605 

 

As changes in heat flow and burial and exhumation are the main drivers of temperature changes, we test the effects of 

exchanging both for each other. Starting from the base model, we compute one model with the heat flow increased by 10% 

and Molasse burial and exhumation decreased by 200 m (Fig. 11h). The second model uses a heat flow decreased by 10% 

and 200 m more burial and exhumation (Fig. 11i). As shown by the resulting theoretical AHe age ranges, the heat flow 610 

change is slightly dominant for the BST-RL sample set, as it governs a minor shift of the AHe age ranges (Fig. 11h, 11i). In 

contrast, theoretical AHe ages for the Molasse part are dominantly affected by the exhumation change. Rising heat flow but 

decreasing exhumation creates a worse fit to the Molasse AHe data. This is not only because basal heat flow affects lower 

samples more, but because we apply a change to the heat flow over all the modeled time span. This results in a first influence 

on the BST-RL data with different peak temperatures around 65 Ma. To buffer this effect, we set up a model with 10% 615 

increased heat flow only in the Molasse stage (Fig. 11j). The change in computed AHe age ranges for the BST-RL section is 

minor, indicating that the deeper and hotter burial phase of the molasse stage has a dominant effect on AHe ages. 

 

The influence of provenance ages is tested by shifting these by 10% to older times (Fig. 11k) and younger times (Fig. 11l). 

There is a logical limit as the exhumation in the source region needs to take place before deposition. In cases where the end 620 

of this source region exhumation could not be shifted to younger times, we still shift the onset to 10% later. This results in 

faster exhumation and should reduce provenance AHe ages. A shift of the provenance region exhumation means adding time 
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between cooling of the grains in the source region and reheating after deposition. This results in more initial helium 

concentration in the grains before reheating and subsequently higher theoretical AHe ages. 

 625 

Summarizing, the models are sensitive to minor changes of exhumation and heat flow. 200 m of change to the exhumation 

magnitude causes a shift of modeled AHe age ranges by around 20 Ma (Fig. 11b, 11c). Exchanging heat flow for burial and 

exhumation seemingly allows for more freedom of the exhumation magnitude but higher heat flow and less exhumation 

cannot explain the higher temperatures needed for the Molasse AHe data (Fig. 11j). Lowering the basal heat flow and adding 

exhumation produces better fits to the Molasse data, but heat flow values below 55 mW/m² are far off the range explored by 630 

previous studies on the heat flow history of the basin (e.g., Schegg and Leu, 1998; Mazurek et al., 2006; Omodeo-Salé et al., 

2021). Following this, we estimate the uncertainty on the exhumation magnitude to be 100 m at maximum. Considering the 

refined model for the Molasse sequence as well, we conclude an exhumation magnitude estimate of 1050 m +/- 100 m. 

 

4.5.4 Bülach vitrinite reflectance data 635 

PyBasin allows the inclusion of vitrinite reflectance (VR) data. We use VR data measured on the Bülach drill core and 

present a model including both, VR and AHe (Fig. 12). This model fits the computed VR trend to the highest values 

measured in both respects, magnitude and gradient of VR data (Fig. 12e). We need 4 km of additional Upper Jurassic and 

Cretaceous burial and subsequent exhumation to arrive at this fit, compared to the base model (Fig. 9). This is an 

unrealistically high number, in conflict with stratigraphic constrains (see above). Increasing the heat flow can only be done 640 

to a limited extent, as the VR data shows a shallow gradient which increased heat flow would not allow. The resulting 

increased temperatures would be in conflict with the older half of the AHe ages measure in the BST-RL section. In 

summary, VR data requires additional explanations, as it either requires unrealistic amounts of Mesozoic sedimentation or 

heat flow values in conflict with only partially reset AHe data and VR data gradients. We discuss a possible scenario 

explaining these contradictions as a separate point below.  645 
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Figure 12. PyBasin model with consideration of VR data measured on samples from the Bülach drill core. For panel explanations, 

see Fig. 9, except e) here VR data (dots) and the modeled expected VR values for the given thermal history. f) AHe data and 

modeled AHe ages, as panel e in Fig. 9. 

5 Discussion 650 

5.1 Comparing the modeling tools HeFTy, QTQt and PyBasin 

We have used a vertical section and a large amount of single grain age (U-Th-Sm)/He data to reconcile previous hypotheses 

on uplift and exhumation of the foreland basin of the Central Alps. To constrain this thermal history, we use HeFTy 

(Ketcham, 2005) and QTQt (Gallagher, 2012), as well as PyBasin (Luijendijk et al., 2011). We show that HeFTy is useful to 

model single grains or smaller groups of grains with similar AHe ages, testing different constraints or diffusion models. We 655 

show that using HeFTy, it is possible to produce good fitting models for separate groups of Molasse grains. However, 

bringing these together to a single temperature history leaves a wide range of cooling magnitudes, timings, and rates (Figs. 5, 

6). This is partly because parameters such as basal heat flow and surface temperature cannot vary with time. For rock 
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properties, average values for the whole stratigraphic pile can be set only. Building a vertical profile of rock properties 

resembling the actual rock sequence is thus not possible. The results are inaccuracies in the computed temperature profile, 660 

especially for sequences containing evaporites or coal because of their exceptional thermal conductivity. Additionally, for 

our data including partially reset samples in sediments, different provenance histories within a single sample set are 

expected. As HeFTy computes a single temperature path for all grains integrated in a single model run, possibly differing 

pre-depositional thermal histories are not considered. This makes it difficult to find good paths, as these try to fit an average 

provenance history in this case. Also, HeFTy tends to favor paths where complete reset of the grains took place, which is not 665 

applicable for all grains in our data set. In summary, HeFTy modeling has been powerful for highlighting complications 

within the data set, guiding further modeling directions. For explaining the data set and in particular testing the influence of 

different parameters such as heat flow or rock properties, additional modeling approaches were necessary. 

 

QTQt (Gallagher, 2012) can be used to model sample sets of many grains, which is useful to find common time-temperature 670 

paths for a whole set of available data. However, problems occur when attempting to model our full complex dataset with 

QTQt. When recent temperatures are constrained, the offset or temperature difference observed after rapid cooling around 12 

Ma is not well resolved, as illustrated by the non-parallel 95% credible intervals of the uppermost and lowermost samples 

(Fig. 5a). Not constraining the recent temperature profile results in a model that does not show diverging cooling paths. 

However, this model implies a too low recent geothermal gradient of around 5 °C/km, which illustrates the high degree of 675 

inconsistency modeling both sample sets together (Fig. 7b). The probabilistic models generated by QTQt show that 

especially the models for the BST-RL sequence leave a broad range of equally viable possibilities (Fig. 8). These problems 

could be related to different factors. (1) the data provide too little information regarding the young part of the thermal history 

path (Gallagher, 2012). Thus, the young thermal history cannot be well constrained, because the output of QTQt is 

conditional on the input data (and their assumed uncertainties), and the assumed range or domain of possible values for the 680 

thermal histories themselves (Gallagher and Ketcham, 2018). (2) QTQt cannot take rock properties as input parameters. 

Consequently, effects on the thermal regime imposed by stratigraphy will be missed. (3) It is not possible to account for 

provenance ages using QTQt. Disregarding these, the AHe ages of the BST-RL sample set are difficult to explain. (4) QTQt 

cannot account for changes in heat flow over time. Both, HeFTy und QTQt model temperature over time only. Thus, they 

only consider heating and cooling. This is not necessarily translatable to exhumation, as a change in heat flow is the other 685 

parameter capable of producing heating and cooling events. 

 

PyBasin can handle many grains in a single model, and it can account for different provenance thermal histories. 

Exhumation and heat flow histories can be adjusted independently. In this way, it is possible to build a single consistent 

thermal history model for a complex dataset that even shows older AHe ages to depth (Fig. 3, 9). The computed heat map on 690 

the burial plot shows when heating and cooling takes place, independent of exhumation or burial stages (Fig. 9b, 9.2, 10b). 

Furthermore, the forward modeling approach of PyBasin allows to explore sensitivities and robustness of the results to 
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changes of different parameters. However, exhumation paths in PyBasin are limited in the way that constant rates are 

assumed between defined starts and ends to exhumation phases. This can be circumvented by splitting exhumation events in 

two or more steps of different rates. 695 

 

5.3 Comparison to VR data 

VR data seemingly disagrees with AHe data (Fig. 12, 13). It either suggest unrealistically high Cretaceous burial, or 

alternatively, unrealistically high Molasse sedimentation and subsequent exhumation. We suggest that hydrothermal events, 

probably related to Jurassic rifting, as discussed for example by Timar-Geng et al. (2004), cause VR data to show higher 700 

maturation than expected by basal heat flow (Fig. 13). The shallow gradient of VR data supports this hypothesis, as only 

hydrothermal heat allows for such shallow VR gradients at this level of maturity in shallow depths. The AHe system is not 

affected by these hydrothermal shocks as it is not sensitive enough to short temperature peaks. Alternatively, the BST-RL 

sequences where sealed from the hydrothermal influence by Triassic evaporites between these sediments and the Jurassic 

sequences that host VR data. Alternatively, VR data is subject to reworked vitrinites that inherit maturation values of their 705 

source region. 

 

5.4 Implications on the thermal history of the northern Swiss Molasse Basin 

The constraints of the thermal history of the northern Swiss Molasse Basin are based on a set of measurable parameters as 

the recent temperature profile, rock properties and thermochronometric datasets as compiled in this study. Based on these 710 

boundary conditions, we narrowed down provenance, heat flow and burial and exhumation histories to find a consistent 

thermal history. In the following, we discuss key parameter constraints made and derive implications arising from the final 

thermal history models. 

 

Modeling shows that provenance history seems to be key for understanding the spread in ages. The older ages of the BST-715 

RL sequence compared to the Molasse section can only be explained the Permo-Carboniferous provenance ages of BST-RL 

grains and the long time spent at relatively low temperature prior to Molasse sedimentation (Fig. 9). Most Molasse grains 

have young provenance ages as they got exhumed in the rising Alpine chain shortly before deposition in the basin (e.g., 

Hurford, 1986; Schmid et al., 1996; Spiegel et al., 2001; Kissling and Schlunegger, 2018). However, the refined model for 

the Molasse sequence (Fig. 9) shows that oldest AHe ages indicate a population of older provenance ages than expected for 720 

Alpine exhumation. A possible source region for such grains is the Black Forest (e.g., Timar-Geng et al., 2004; Spiegel et al., 

2007; Meyer et al., 2010). Paleogeographic and paleo-drainage studies show that possible provenance regions for Molasse 

sediments of the study area are the Alpine chain from as far west as the recent location of Lake Geneva, as well as sediments 

derived from the Black Forest region (Fig. 1; e.g., Spiegel et al., 2001; Kuhlemann and Kempf, 2002; Berger et al., 2005b). 
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 725 

We arrive at a single mutually consistent thermal model, but the best fit model leaves youngest AHe ages of the Molasse 

sequence unexplained (Fig. 9). Consequently, for resolving the double-PRZ pattern of the dataset, provenance age alone is 

not sufficient. One possible solution might root in exceptionally high closure temperatures for the BST-RL grains that is not 

expected by modeling algorithms. In recent years, more attention was focused on the relevance of the radiation damage on 

increasing the AHe closure temperature, reaching temperatures >100°C (e.g., Flowers et al., 2022). We tested HeFTy and 730 

QTQt models using RDAAM as diffusion model, which did not have an effect on the resulting models (see above). With 

PyBasin (Luijendijk et al., 2011), we account for high closure temperatures, as old provenance ages imply a high radiation 

damage density and a high initial helium concentration prior to re-heating (Shuster et al., 2006; Flowers, 2009). Radiation 

damage (Flowers, 2009) and helium concentration (Shuster et al., 2006) are considered as proxies for closure temperature. 

Consequently, we propose that inconsistencies are not a problem of understanding the AHe system and diffusion models.  735 

Instead, we argue for a more complex thermal history than could be resolved with previous data sets.  

 

For the best fit to our data, we need a sharp increase in basal heat flow from 60 mW/m² at 11 Ma to reach its present day 

magnitude of 122 mW/m². Starting this heat flow increase earlier would cause temperatures at maximum burial to be too 

high to explain the AHe ages measured for the BST-RL sequence. This sharp increase has been proposed in previous studies 740 

(e.g., Mazurek et al., 2006; Omodeo-Salé et al., 2021). However, such an event needs an underlying geologic process and 

evidence.  

 

Complex heat flow settings have been recognized for other basins globally. For the North Slope of Alaska, local heat flow 

variations by a factor of three have been detected, which are explained by basin-scale groundwater flow (Deming et al., 745 

1992). A comparable setting is interpreted for the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin (Weides and Majorowicz, 2014). 

Uniform basal heat flow effects of hydrothermal systems are reported for the Foreland Basin south of the Alps in northern 

Italy (Pola et al., 2020). However, these examples discuss spatial, not temporal variations of heat flow. Temporal heat flow 

changes have been analyzed for German Variscan basins, heat flow values between 50 mW/m² and 70 mW/m² are proposed 

for burial in Carboniferous times, with predating values up to 110 mW/m² during Early Devonian rifting, associated with 750 

volcanism (Littke et al., 2000).  

 

For the region of the northern Swiss Molasse Basin, several drivers for heat flow changes through time may exist. First, 

between 15 and 7 Ma, the Hegau volcanic system was active, as witnessed by ash layers in the Molasse sediments. Volcanic 

activity, possibly associated with a mantle source may have cause local flux of hydrothermal fluids and generally elevated 755 

geothermal gradients (Hofmann, 1975; Schreiner, 1992; Rahn and Selbekk, 2007). Furthermore, elevated heat flow may be 

caused by Plio-Pleistocene reactivation of basement faults related to the European Cenozoic rift system (Giamboni et al., 

2004; Mazurek et al., 2006), or heat transport along basement faults (Griesser and Rybach, 1989; Mazurek et al., 2006). 
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These effects have also been proposed for other foreland basins worldwide (e.g., Deming et al., 1992; Weides and 

Majorowicz, 2014; Pola et al., 2020). 760 

 

Recognizing the modeled AHe ages for the Molasse samples that do not explain the youngest measured ages, we offer a 

refined model of the Molasse sequence that avoids the sharp increase in basal heat flow but uses the elevated basal heat flow 

of 122 mW/m² throughout the entire time span from burial to exhumation (Fig. 10). As explained above, such a high basal 

heat flow at maximum burial would cause too high temperatures to explain to BST-RL age data. Consequently, we do not 765 

consider basal heat flow from below the BST-RL sequence. Instead, we need a heat source that affects the Molasse sequence 

but not the BST-RL sequence. This is possible with migration of hydrothermal fluids focused in the Molasse sequence. In 

this case, the BST-RL and Molasse sequences need to be hydrologically decoupled and flow of hot fluids into the Molasse. 

Measured borehole temperatures deviate from the modeled temperatures to higher values towards the surface (Figs. 9, 10). 

This requires that additional heat compared to that modeled by basal heat flow and heat conduction through the rock is 770 

present in the uppermost sequence. Recent hydrothermal systems exist in the study area showing the availability of hot fluids 

in the shallow subsurface, such as observed in the Baden and Schinznach hydrothermal system (Luijendijk, 2019). We 

speculate that the Middle Jurassic Opalinus Clay and adjacent marls may serve as a hydrologically decoupling horizon 

between the Molasse and BST-RL sequences (Fig. 2, 3). The unit has been shown to have and exceptionally low hydraulic 

conductivity (Nagra 2020) and represents a rheologically weak layer capable to tectonically decouple the more competent 775 

Mesozoic rocks above and below (e.g., Roche et al., 2020). Alternatively, the Triassic evaporites (Fig. 2) have also been 

shown to be an effective decoupling horizon (Jordan, 1992; Burkhard and Sommaruga, 1998). 

5.5 Evaluation of the Bülach constraints in the context of previous studies  

We consider the Bülach-1 well to be representative for the region of the Northern Swiss Molasse Basin, as stratigraphy and 

measured recent borehole temperatures are comparable with those of other nearby wells (e.g., Mazurek et al., 2006; von 780 

Hagke et al. 2015). Also, no major tectonic structures of considerable offset and/or throw affect the well and the closer area, 

which rules out local exhumation contributions. Previous studies obtained different results on exhumation magnitude and 

timing of the northern Swiss Molasse Basin. Mazurek et al. (2006) argue for 750 m – 1050 m since 9 Ma, while Cederbom et 

al. (2011) argue for 800 m – 1600 m since 5 Ma. Indeed, the data allows for a broad spectrum of exhumation scenarios with 

onset ages ranging at minimum from 4 Ma to about 12 Ma (von Hagke et al., 2015). We present a model considering all data 785 

with a best fit of about 1100 m of exhumation since about 11 Ma. Our refined model for the Molasse stage proposes slow 

exhumation from 13 to 9 Ma and accelerated exhumation since 9 Ma, resulting in a sum of 1000 m of exhumation. These 

constraints are not only comparable to the results of Mazurek et al. (2006), our models also explain the results of Cederbom 

et al. (2011). As discussed above, standard modeling tools for thermochronologic data analyze heating and cooling, without 

distinguishing between burial and exhumation or heat flow effects. The authors state that they assume constant heat flow 790 

over time to arrive at their conclusion. Our results show that due to the increasing heat flow starting at 11 Ma, maximum 
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temperatures are reached around 5 Ma, despite exhumation starting at 11 Ma (Fig. 9). This is also supported by clumped 

isotope data that indicate that no cooling occurred before 4.5 Ma (Looser et al., 2021). Hence, we agree with Cederbom et al. 

(2011) and Looser et al. (2021) to the extent that cooling started at around 5 Ma, while erosion may have started already 

earlier and contemporaneously with uplift and exhumation reported from the Subalpine Molasse (von Hagke et al. 2012, 795 

2014; Mock et al. 2020), as well as with thrusting in the Jura Mountains (Laubscher, 1978; Philippe, 1996).  

 

5.6 Processes driving exhumation 

Previous studies proposed climatic, tectonic, or geodynamic drivers of exhumation, or a combination thereof (see above). 

We evaluate these contributors in the light of our constrained exhumation history of 1050 +/- 100 m starting at 13 Ma, 800 

accelerating at 9 Ma. Tectonic events affecting the study area are related to folding of the Jura fold-and-thrust belt, both 

uplift of the basin during passive transport above a thin-skinned décollement, as well as local uplift associated with 

individual faults (Laubscher, 1978; Jordan et al., 2015). Jura folding started in its southern parts possibly as early as 14 Ma 

(Looser et al., 2021), or around 12 Ma the latest (Sommaruga et al., 1997; Burkhard & Sommaruga, 1998; Becker, 2000). 

Since then, deformation propagated northwards, and possibly is still active, however in a thick-skinned fashion (Giamboni et 805 

al. 2004; Madritsch et al. 2010). Structures possibly associated with early Jura folding are present in the study area and 

drilled in the Bülach well (Nagra, 2020). We speculate this this tectonic exhumation accounts for the slow starting phase of 

exhumation we propose from 13 Ma on (Fig. 10). However, the magnitude of tectonic contribution can only be low, as 

structures drilled and mapped in reflection seismic data account for a maximum of 100 m of exhumation (Malz et al., 2016; 

Haldimann et al., 2017; Nagra, 2019; Nagra, 2020).  810 

 

Climatic drivers are twofold. First, exhumation associated with Quaternary glaciations. Glacial scouring, incision of 

subglacial channels and isostatic rebound after glaciation affected the study area (Haldimann et al., 2017; Buechi et al., 2018; 

Pollhammer et al., 2022). It can however not account for exhumation recorded by our data that has long been ongoing prior 

to Quaternary glaciation. Second, global climate changes, and particularly increased erosion since approximately 5 Ma have 815 

been proposed for mountain belts all over the world (e.g., Molnar & England, 1990; Herman et al. 2013), as well as the 

Alpine foreland (Cederbom et al. 2004, 2011; Champagnac et al. 2009). However, the global increase of erosion rates 

associated with climate change has been questioned (e.g., Willenbring and von Blankenburg, 2010; Ganti et al., 2016; 

Schildgen et al., 2018). Similarly, thermochronological data of the Molasse Basin do not necessarily require a single 

exhumation pulse at 5 Ma (von Hagke et al. 2012, 2015). Our data set does not support an exhumation pulse starting as late 820 

as 5 Ma, because in this case, BST-RL ages would require total reset. While we cannot completely rule out climate as a 

driver, its influence is not required to explain existing data.  
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Last, geodynamic processes such as slab rollback, delamination or breakoff can result in foreland basin uplift in general, and 

in the case of the Alpine foreland in particular (e.g., Lyon-Caen and Molnar, 1989; Lippitsch, 2003; Genser et al., 2007; von 825 

Hagke et al.  2012; Schlunegger and Kissling, 2015; Herwegh et al., 2017; Baran et al. 2014). Such processes are 

characterized by large wavelength uplift and exhumation lasting over several millions of years. Typically, they are associated 

with volcanic activity and drainage reorganization (e.g., Braun et al., 2014; Robl et al., 2017). In the north Alpine foreland 

basin, both, volcanic activity, as well as drainage reorganization of the Rhine River has been observed since the Late 

Miocene (Hofmann, 1975; Schreiner, 1992; Rahn and Selbekk, 2007; Kuhlemann and Rahn, 2013; Yanites et al., 2013).  830 

 

We propose a model, where all drivers may be active, however to variable degree. Early exhumation at 13 Ma may be 

associated with early Jura folding. The main exhumation phase starting at 9 Ma does not coincide with a climatic event, but 

roughly fits with timing of Hegau volcanism. Consequently, we relate this phase with geodynamic processes. These may also 

be responsible for later drainage reorganization and further exhumation. A last phase of cooling may be associated with 835 

glacial processes; however, their contribution to exhumation is not resolved with our data set and would need specific 

studies, e.g. applying terrace morphometry.  

6 Conclusions 

We show that dating many grains in dense sampling intervals with apatite helium thermochronometry is a suitable method to 

reconcile and better constrain the burial and exhumation history of the northern Swiss Molasse Basin. Our single grain age 840 

dataset shows a counterintuitive pattern, where the upper Molasse samples may imply total reset below 600 m, while ages 

from Permo-Triassic samples at more than 1300 m depth are not reset. We show that by including rock properties, 

exhumation history, changes in basal heat flow, and especially provenance ages into the models, consistent thermal histories 

can be obtained from this dataset.  

 845 

Reconciling previous works, we arrive at an exhumation estimate of 1050 +/- 100 m of late Miocene exhumation. We 

propose slow exhumation beginning as early as 13 Ma, with accelerating exhumation rates at 9 Ma. Our models also show 

that cooling starts as late as 5 Ma, despite an earlier start of exhumation. This is because rising heat flow since 11 Ma causes 

heating until 5 Ma. We consider this discrepancy as a reason for contradicting previous studies, when cooling and 

exhumation are not distinguished. The magnitude and timing estimates of this study are robust, not only by the statistical 850 

robustness of the dataset, but also because of the high degree of sensitivity of PyBasin models to small changes in parameter 

settings. Also, we consider the Bülach well as representative for the northern Swiss Molasse Basin, because borehole 

temperatures are similar to those of nearby wells and no tectonic structures accommodating large offsets exist that could 

account for local exhumation scenarios.  

 855 
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We propose that additional heat by hydrothermal activity explains the youngest Molasse AHe ages that provenance age 

alone cannot account for. Deviating measured temperatures from the modeled profile indicate that additional heat on top of 

the heat rooted in basal heat flow is present. This is also supported by the presence of thermal springs in the area. The 

Middle Jurassic Opalinus Clay or Triassic Evaporites can serve as hydrologically sealing horizons between the Molasse and 

BST-RL sampling intervals. This finding implies that hydrothermal activity or heat flow events in general can be confused 860 

with exhumation, which is a challenge for constraining exhumation using thermochronometry.  

We assume geodynamic processes are the main driver of exhumation, as these can account for an exhumation onset earlier 

than 5 Ma. We consider reorganization of the Rhine River drainage system from 4.2 Ma being a symptom of this ongoing 

exhumation process. Tectonic forcing of exhumation associated with the onset of folding in the Jura fold-and-thrust belt 

could have played a role in the slow onset of exhumation from 13 Ma. The role of Miocene climate changes on basin wide 865 

exhumation seems to be minor. The Influence of Quaternary glaciations cannot be seen in our data, and requires additional 

studies using different methods.  
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